METH INSIDE OUT

PUBLIC SERVICE MULTI-MEDIA KIT

As a public service,

we’ve made select multi-media resources from the METH INSIDE OUT
video series available to you free of charge. These materials are designed to assist treatment
professionals in promoting recovery by:
- Adding value to your websites, presentations, and educational materials
- Incorporating research-based treatment materials into your treatment program
- Engaging clients with educational videos and handouts
- Presenting clear scientific explanations of addiction and recovery
- Providing the most up-to-date research
- Conveying key learning points effectively
This “Public Service Multi-Media Kit” makes it simple for you to include these revolutionary, educational
materials on your website, in your presentations, and in a classroom or treatment context.
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METH INSIDE OUT: PUBLIC SERVICE MULTI-MEDIA KIT

JUST 4 EASY STEPS
STEP 1: Select Video and Brain Animations

These state-of-the-art 3D brain animations, produced in partnership with UCLA’s Laboratory of Neuro
Imaging, clearly and effectively convey the science behind meth addiction and recovery. See for yourself at
http://www.methinsideout.com/animation1.html. The following videos and animations are available for public
use:
A) Trailer: Meth Inside Out: Brain & Behavior
B) Brain Animation: Normal Dopamine Neurotransmission
C) Brain Animation: Meth & Dopamine Neurotransmission
D) Brain Animation: Tolerance

STEP 2: Select Images and Learning Points

These images and graphs come paired with simple learning points that will help you convey difficult concepts
and educate people about meth addiction. The following images and learning points are available:
#1 Information as a Part of Treatment
#2 Meth Increases Dopamine
#3 The Crash
#4 Tolerance to Meth
#5 Meth Induced Psychosis
#6 Meth Causes Aggression
#7 How We Train Our Brain to be Triggered
#8 The Inability to Stop Craving
#9 The Recovery Process
#10 The Brain Heals With Abstinence from Meth

STEP 3: Tools for Presentations and Screenings

Guides you on how to screen the film most effectively when educating or treating people about meth
addiction.

STEP 4: Give Credit

Let your network know about METH INSIDE OUT, so we can continue to make these resources available.

Instructions

Each media type includes instructions on how to post materials on your website or incorpoate them in your
presentations. These instructions require a PDF reader, such as Adobe Acrobat, that allows you to copy and
paste certain text from this document.
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METH INSIDE OUT: VIDEO & BRAIN ANIMATIONS
The experts at UCLA created these award-winning 3D brain animations that we are now sharing with
you. These animations provide clear, engaging, and accessible scientific explanations for meth addiction,
offering audiences and clients an understanding of the specific ways meth impacts the brain.
Here is a preview of how these videos will look on your website.
See an example of how these videos are used at www.eyesoftheworldmediagroup.com/example.html
A) TRAILER:
METH INSIDE OUT: BRAIN & BEHAVIOR

B) BRAIN ANIMATION:
NORMAL DOPAMINE NEUROTRANSMISSION

METH INSIDE OUT: BRAIN & BEHAVIOR equips
viewers with an understanding of how meth changes
the brain and, consequently, behavior. This short
video is part of a larger set. Find out how you can use
these videos in your presentations.
Play Video >>

This animation demonstrates how dopamine
neurotransmission works in response to natural
pleasures like eating, before meth enters the picture.
This short video is part of a larger set. Find out how
you can use these videos in your presentations.
Play Video >>

C) BRAIN ANIMATION:
METH AND DOPAMINE NEUROTRANSMISSION

D) BRAIN ANIMATION:
TOLERANCE

Meth use causes a massive release of dopamine, the
brain’s pleasure chemical. This animation shows the
biology of the meth high. This short video is part of a
larger set. Find out how you can use these videos in
your presentations.
Play Video >>

Over time, people develop tolerance to meth. This
animation illustrates how prolonged meth use
impacts the brain’s dopamine system, making it
harder to get high. This short video is part of a larger
set. Find out how you can use these videos in your
presentations.
Play Video >>
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METH INSIDE OUT: VIDEO & BRAIN ANIMATIONS
To embed these videos on your website, select the HTML code that corresponds with the video by clicking the
gray box, then copy and paste this code onto your website.
A) TRAILER:
METH INSIDE OUT:
BRAIN & BEHAVIOR

<a onclick="(window.open
('http://methinsideout.com/animations/BBTrailer.html','brain','height=406,width=550,resiza
ble=no,scrollbars=no,toolbars=no',0)).focus()">
<img src="images/mio-trailer.jpg" width="350" height="222" alt="Meth Inside Out: Brain &
Behavior"/>
<div style="margin-bottom:30px;text-align:right;width:340px">Play Video &gt;&gt;
</div></a>

C) BRAIN ANIMATION:
METH AND DOPAMINE
NEUROTRANSMISSION

<a onclick="(window.open
('http://methinsideout.com/animations/MDN.html','brain','height=406,width=550,resizable=
no,scrollbars=no,toolbars=no',0)).focus()">
<img src="images/mio-animation-meth-affects-neurotransmission.jpg" width="350"
height="222" alt="Meth & Dopamine Neurotransmission"/>
<div style="margin-bottom:30px;text-align:right;width:340px">Play Video &gt;&gt;
</div></a>

B) BRAIN ANIMATION:
NORMAL DOPAMINE
NEUROTRANSMISSION

<a onclick="(window.open
('http://methinsideout.com/animations/NDT.html','brain','height=406,width=550,resizable=n
o,scrollbars=no,toolbars=no',0)).focus()">
<img src="images/mio-animation-normal-neurotransmission.jpg" width="350" height="222"
alt="Normal Dopamine Neurotransmission"/>
<div style="margin-bottom:30px;text-align:right;width:340px">Play Video &gt;&gt;
</div></a>

D) BRAIN ANIMATION:
TOLERANCE

<a onclick="(window.open
('http://methinsideout.com/animations/tolerance.html','brain','height=406,width=550,resiza
ble=no,scrollbars=no,toolbars=no',0)).focus()">
<img src="images/mio-animation-tolerance.jpg" width="350" height="222"
alt="Tolerance"/>
<div style="margin-bottom:30px;text-align:right;width:340px">Play Video &gt;&gt;
</div></a>
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METH INSIDE OUT: IMAGES & LEARNING POINTS
Using clear, simple text in conjunction with descriptive images is an effective way to convey difficult
concepts. We’ve paired images with descriptions that you can use to educate clients about key concepts
related to meth addiction and recovery.
#1 Information as a Part of Treatment
When users in recovery realize that their inability to control their
impulses to use may be the result of changes in the brain rather than
a fundamental character flaw, they can begin to accept their addiction
and take charge of their lives. Providing this information in a clear,
accessible, and engaging way is a powerful treatment tool.
• A well-informed patient understands the goals of recovery and can
more effectively participate in his or her treatment.
• Providing accurate information facilitates treatment efforts by
allowing patients to understand the biological basis of their addiction
and recovery.
• When family members understand addiction and recovery, they can
more actively play a larger role in the patient’s support system.

#2 Meth Increases Dopamine
Dopamine is the brain chemical that allows us to feel pleasure.
Meth unnaturally raises dopamine levels to more than 10 times
the amount caused by life’s normal pleasures, including eating
and having sex. In stimulating this dopamine release, meth
creates an intense rush of pleasure. This powerful rewarding
effect is a major part of the biology of meth addiction.

#3 The Crash
When meth users end a run of meth use, they experience “the Crash.”
Severe fatigue, anxiety, depression, and confusion occur, and meth
craving is often strong. Life can feel hopeless, recovery impossible.
Much of the emotion that people feel during this period is caused by
chemical changes in the brain, specifically a lack of dopamine. Fortunately, within 2-10 days some recovery of dopamine occurs, allowing
the newly abstinent user to make it out of “the Crash.” The body and
brain begin to recover with proper sleep, nutrition, and exercise.
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METH INSIDE OUT: IMAGES & LEARNING POINTS
#4 Tolerance to Meth
As tolerance to meth develops, users consume larger doses, take
meth more often, and change methods of use. Tolerance contributes
to many of the negative consequences of meth use. Because people
need more meth to get high or even feel normal, they need more
money to buy it. People plunder family savings, sell possessions, and
even steal or get involved in other crimes. This futile effort of taking
more and more meth and feeling less and less effect is part of the long
destructive spiral of addiction.
#5 Meth-Induced Psychosis
Most people who use meth in extended binges hear voices and see
things during those binges. These hallucinations lead to extreme
anxiety and paranoia. The combination of hallucinations and feelings
of fear and paranoia is known as meth-induced psychosis. Methinduced psychosis is caused by meth’s effect on at least three areas
of the brain: the visual cortex, the auditory cortex, and the amygdala.
For most people, these psychotic episodes pass when they stop using
and get some sleep. In some severe cases, the symptoms can persist
for days. In a very few cases, meth-induced psychosis can be longterm and possibly permanent.
#6 Meth Causes Aggression
Meth stimulates the emotional center of the brain (the amygdala). The
longer meth is used, the more sensitive and hyperactive the emotional
center of the brain becomes. The result is powerful negative emotions
that can turn into aggression for little or no reason. Depending on the
person and the circumstances, this reaction can range from irritability
and moodiness to verbal attacks and even physical violence. When
people stop using, get sleep, and begin to repair their bodies, their
brains also repair and this behavior subsides.
#7 How We Train Our Brains to Be Triggered
No one starts using meth because he or she craves it. Craving develops over the course of use. As we’ve
seen, using meth releases large amounts of dopamine, creating intense pleasure. The brain automatically
associates or “connects” the people, places, things, and emotions surrounding meth use with this powerful
feeling of pleasure. We call these “triggers” for using meth. For an
addicted meth user, thinking about or coming into contact with these
triggers will actually cause a release of dopamine in the brain, which
creates a powerful craving for meth. Triggers generally fall into two
categories: external triggers, which are the people, places, and things
that users have associated with meth use; and internal, or emotional
triggers, which are intense emotional states (for example, anger, fear, joy,
desire, etc.) that often occur in association with meth use.
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METH INSIDE OUT: IMAGES & LEARNING POINTS
#8 The Inability to Stop Craving
When meth users try to stop using, they become discouraged about
their inability to resist cravings. Sincere promises to stop are often
broken within hours of being made. Self-esteem is damaged and
hopelessness sets in. Despite the enormous negative consequences
to their lives, they still crave the drug, and once the craving starts,
they have a diminished capacity to say, “Stop.” Some people fear
that craving will always result in relapse and that they cannot possibly
live life forever fighting these powerful urges. If they do relapse, they
often think it is “proof” that “cravings are irresistible.” It is therefore
important for meth users to learn that they can resist craving and that
the cravings become less severe the more recovery time they have. A simple rule to follow is, “Don’t use meth
today and it will be easier not to use tomorrow.”

#9 The Recovery Process
The first six months of recovery from meth are often challenging. For
many people, the early months of recovery can be like an emotional
roller coaster as recovering users progress from acute to protracted
withdrawal. Although the severe symptoms of acute withdrawal from
meth subside fairly quickly, recovery takes much longer.
Many people continue to experience an unpleasant period of days or
weeks characterized by a vague and prolonged emotional state best
described as “the absence of pleasure,” or anhedonia. People report
difficulties thinking clearly and focusing. They may also have periods
of fatigue interspersed with insomnia, as well as irritability and feelings of anxiety and depression. This state
can be difficult to recognize and describe, but there is often the sense that “my brain just isn’t working right.”
Some people feel as if they will be stuck in this stage forever, and may think, “If this is how sobriety will feel
for the rest of my life, I can’t do it.”
During this period it is crucial for patients to remember that if they remain abstinent from meth, these
symptoms will subside. The only thing that will make the symptoms persist and worsen is if they use meth.
Focusing on staying sober “one day at a time” is a central principle to success during this period.

#10 The Brain Heals with Abstinence from Meth
The good news about recovery is that, with abstinence from meth,
brain functioning returns to normal and brain structures repair
themselves. As healing progresses, people’s ability to think, feel
normal emotions, and control their behavior returns. The story of
meth and the brain offers a lesson in hope. If a person stops using
meth, develops a healthy lifestyle, and stays in recovery, their brain
will heal.
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METH INSIDE OUT: IMAGES AND LEARNING POINTS
To embed the full-sized images onto your website, select the HTML code that corresponds with the thumbnail
of the image by clicking the gray box, then copy and paste this code onto your website. Pair them with the text
provided on the previous pages by copying and pasting from this PDF document.

#1 Information as
Part of Treatment

#6 Meth Causes
Aggression

<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/MIO-infor
mation.jpg" alt="Information as Part of Treatment"
border="0"/>

<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicserviceki
t/MIO-aggression.jpg" alt="Meth Causes
Aggression" border="0"/>

#2 Meth Increases
Dopamine

#7 How We Train Our Brain
to be Triggered

<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservic
ekit/MIO-dopamine.jpg" alt="Meth Increase
Dopamine" border="0"/>

<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit
/MIO-triggers.jpg" alt="How We Train Our Brains to
be Triggered" border="0"/>

#3 The Crash
<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicserviceki
t/MIO-crash.jpg" alt="The Crash" border="0"/>

#4 Tolerance

<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit
/MIO-tolerance.jpg" alt="Tolerance" border="0"/>

#5 Meth-Induced
Psychosis
<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit
/MIO-paranoia.jpg" alt="Meth-Induced Psychosis"
border="0"/>

#8 The Inability to Stop
Craving
<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/M
IO-craving.jpg" alt="The Inability to Stop Craving"
border="0"/>

#9 The Recovery Process

<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit
/MIO-recovery.jpg" alt="The Recovery Process"
border="0"/>

#10 The Brain Heals with
Abstinence from Meth
<img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/
MIO-healing.jpg" alt="The Brain Heals With
Abstinence" border="0"/>
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PRESENTATIONS
We’ve also formatted our award-winning 3D brain animations, videos and images into slides with key
learning points that can enhance your presentations. You can access these files from the partner page
of www.methinsideout.com or through this direct link:
http://www.methinsideout.com/assets/Meth_Inside_Out_Presentation_Videos.zip

You will download a zipped folder that contains three PowerPoint formats:
-

MIOBrainAnimPresentation.ppt requires you to run the presentation from within PowerPoint
MIOBrainAnimSelfStartPresentation.pps runs independent of PowerPoint for pre-2007 Microsoft Office
MIOBrainAnimSelfStartPresentation.ppsx runs independent of PowerPoint for 2007 Microsoft Office
MIOImagesLearningPointsInfoSheets.pdf supplementary handouts with images and learning points

NOTE: The folder also contains all 10 brain animations and the Meth Inside Out: Brain & Behavior
Trailer. IT IS CRUCIAL THAT YOU KEEP ALL VIDEOS AND IMAGES WITH THE POWERPOINT PRESENTATION
FILES.
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SCREENINGS
The “METH INSIDE OUT: Screening Kit” makes it easy for you to host a
successful screening. Simply follow these six steps:

JOIN US FOR A SCREENING
AND DISCUSSION OF

1. Plan your event - In addition to figuring out a date and location, you
may want to consider these questions:
• Who is your audience? (recovering users, family members, treatment
professionals, etc.)
• Does your event have defined, realistic goals? (disseminate information, assist in patients’ treatment, affect policy, etc.)
• Do you have the proper resources and room set-up for an effective
discussion? (If someone has a problem, can they receive assistance? Is
there a proper amount of space for the type of discussion you want to
lead?)
2. Publicize the screening - Use our Screening Flier Word Template
(shown here) to make a flier for your event. In addition to posting the
flier, you may also want to send out an email announcement and ask
counselors or peers to spread the word about the screening.

[Insert custom introduction here]
WHEN: [Insert date and time here]
WHERE:
[Insert location and directions here]
CONTACT:
[Insert contact info here]
(Note: JOIN US text at top left can
also be edited)

3. Become familiar with the material - To maximize the learning potential from METH INSIDE OUT: Brain & Behavior, we strongly recommend that it be used as a tool for discussion. Familiarizing yourself with the DVD and the
Handbook is the best way to facilitate a discussion on methamphetamine addiction and recovery. You don’t need
to be an expert, but, the more you know, the more effective you will be
at helping the group understand the material.
4. Adapt the Curriculum to Suit Your Needs - Divided into an introduction and nine chapters, this DVD and Handbook is designed to be as flexible as possible for screenings at treatment centers, correctional facilities, community centers, social service agencies, and universities. Depending on available time and the needs of the group,
facilitators can: play the DVD in its entirety and discuss afterwards, play and discuss one chapter at a time, or
choose the most relevant chapters and discussion questions for use.
5. Prepare Your Audience - Prior to the screening, we recommend that you tell your audience why it is important
to understand the impact of methamphetamine on the brain and behavior, so they understand how the video is
relevant to them. Refer to Handbook (pages 12-13) for suggestions on how to prepare your group.
6. Guide the Discussion in a Positive Direction - After the film, facilitators should set the ground rules for the
discussion. For example, if showing the film to a group of users in recovery, we recommend discouraging clients
from talking in glorified terms about their experiences on meth. Sharing these experiences, commonly called “war
stories,” has no therapeutic value and can cause triggering. Be aware that meth use discussed in any context can
lead to cravings and discomfort for recovering users, regardless of the extent of their treatment and time spent
meth-free.

7. (Optional) Plan Additional Screenings - You may also want to consider holding a screening Windows to Recovery and Human Impact, the other two episodes in the METH INSIDE OUT series.
8. (Optional) Send Us Your Feedback - We are committed to tailoring METH INSIDE OUT to your needs. Please let
us know if you have any suggestions for improving these resources or any additional materials we could offer to
help you make the most out of the series.
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GIVE CREDIT
While use of these materials are free of charge, we ask that you please credit us by including our logos.
We’ve created large, medium and small banners in thirteen standard sizes that you can choose from.

UCLA Logo

Eyes of the World Media Group Logo

<a href="http://www.uclaisap.com/"><img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/ucla-lo
go-image.jpg" alt="Provided by UCLA Integrated
Substance Abuse Program" border="0"/></a>

<a
href="http://www.eyesoftheworldmediagroup.com/"><img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/eow-lo
go-image.jpg" alt="Provided by Eyes of the World Media
Group" width="150" height="94" border="0"/></a>

Half Banner (234 x 60 pixels)
<a href="http://www.methinsideout.com/"><img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/Half-Ba
nner.jpg" alt="<a
href="http://www.methinsideout.com/"><img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/Vertical
-Rectangle.jpg" alt="Meth Inside Out" border="0"/></a>"
border="0"/></a>

Vertical Rectangle (240 x 400 pixels)
<a href="http://www.methinsideout.com/"><img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/VerticalRectangle.jpg" alt="Meth Inside Out" border="0"/></a>

Vertical Banner (120 x 240 pixels)
<a href="http://www.methinsideout.com/"><img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/Vertical
-Banner.jpg" alt="Meth Inside Out" border="0"/></a>"
border="0"/></a>

Full Banner (468 x 60 pixels)
<a href="http://www.methinsideout.com/"><img
src="http://www.methinsideout.com/publicservicekit/Full-Rect
angle.jpg" alt="Meth Inside Out" border="0"/></a>"
border="0"/></a>
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